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Troy Michie is an interdisciplinary artist who engages with the borders that interpret black consciousness, Latinx experi-
ence, and queerness through assemblage and juxtaposition. Utilizing textiles, garments and printed media, Michie sub-
verts dominant narratives by placing past and present in confrontation. The resulting work is a non-linear expression 
of political resistance, gesture, and transgressive self-expression. 
  
For the Frame section of Frieze London 2019, Michie presents a new series that confronts the difficulty in preserving 
one’s own visibility in the face of cultural bias. The project entitled, When You Look At Me, You Only See My Surround-
ings takes its name from an excerpt of Ralph Ellison’s 1952 novel, Invisible Man and aims to investigate the ways in which 
bodies of marginalized communities are frequently erased and fetishized. Inspired by garment construction, textile pat-
terning, and camouflage, Michie proposes new modes of visibility by physically weaving, cutting, sewing and layering pho-
tographic imagery, including niche pornographic magazines. Finding similar ambiguity in the zoot suit, Michie relates pat-
tern making and garment construction to the process of creating self-identity. Originating in 1930s Harlem, the flashy, 
roomy style became a nationwide phenomenon among American communities of color and was ultimately targeted in the 
chaos of the Los Angeles Zoot Suit Riots of 1943. For Michie, this disruptive history is a critical reminder of the ways in 
which self-fashioning can both affirm and disguise aspects of race, class, and gender.  
  
Troy Michie was born in 1985 in El Paso, TX and currently lives and works in Brooklyn, NY. Notable exhibitions include 
those at MAC, Belfast (upcoming); The Institute of Contemporary Art at VCU, Richmond (upcoming); The Shed, New York; 
Contemporary Art Museum, Houston; New Museum, New York; The New Museum, New York; Studio Museum in Harlem, 
New York and Leslie-Lohman Museum of Gay and Lesbian Art, New York. His work was featured in the 2019 Whitney Bi-
ennial. Awards and residencies include Recess Art, Art Matters’ Artist Grant and Skowhegan School of Painting and 
Sculpture. 
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